Purpose
The purpose of my research was to invent and test a headband
that would absorb the impact to the head from a fall, and
immediately alert anybody nearby to aid the fall victim.

Inventing and Testing a head band to prevent head
damages from falls (iAAA Band)
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Conclusion

According to several studies, fifty billion dollars are used on
medical costs related to falls. Out of 3 million annual falls,
34,000 people perish. About 20% of falls result in head injuries
and broken bones, and on average, three adults die every
hour due to falls. By 2030 the hourly death rate is projected to
increase to seven. One of the key concerns is that some fall
victims are not noticed for a prolonged period after they fall,
causing severe damages. In this study, I focused on head
injuries and the damages caused by them. My goal was to
invent a headband that would absorb the impact of the fall. It
would further send a signal to alert anybod nearby to aid the
victim. I conducted several interviews with medical experts,
including doctors and nurses, and longtime caregivers of
patients who had a history of falling. Employing the information
gained from the interviews and external sources, I used
lightweight absorbing material and electronics to create the
headband. I used a dummy (37 lbs) to test the band for
effectiveness, "Century Martial Arts BOB Body". We fastened
the band around BOBS' head and pushed him from different
heights and angles. Our observations prove the band
successfully absorbs the impacts to the head and alerts once
the impact occurs. In conclusion, I plan to use
Anthropomorphic Test Dummies in future experiments to test
the band.

Procedure
In conclusion, the iAAA band successfully absorbs the impact from
falls of various heights and angles, along with immediately
activating the buzzer once impact occurred. Both bands worked
well and I believe the band with springs embedded worked more
effectively than the other when it comes to impact absorption.
However they both worked the same way when sending the alert.
When I dropped the BOB dummy sideways, the band didn’t touch
the floor, and the impact was to BOB’s shouldier. In conclusion, for
front and backwards falls, the band is more effective.

Materials
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●

Foam strips
Springs
Buzzer
Piezoelectric sensors
Aluminum strips
Copper strips
Disk Batteries used in watches
Soldering Unit
Soldering metal

Limitations

After investigating different foam layers for the band, I chose the foam
that would be light enough and absorb most of the impact. I designed 2
bands.
1. as shown in the top blueprint, a circuit consisting of a disk battery and
a light buzzer was embedded in the foam. The sides of the band were
fitted with aluminum conducting foil to activate the buzzer wwhen
impact occurs.
2. As shown in the second blueprint, there is an addition of springs
embedded in the foam to maximize the impact absorption and the
circuitry was arranged the same way, when impact occurs as shown in
the diagram that circuit gets completed through the springs and the
buzzer goes off.

Introduction
Elderly people and people with prolonged illnesses suffer from falls all
the time. According to several studies, most fall victims aren’t noticed
for prolonged periods of time, because they don’t always have the
sense to ask for help. The delay in getting help could lead to serious
injuries or death. Also, according to the Center for Disease Control
(CDC), the medical cost of these falls are very high. Falls among
adults age 65 and older are very costly. Each year about $50 billion is
spent on medical costs related to non-fatal fall injuries and $754 million
is spent related to fatal falls. My invention will prevent or minimize head
injuries and cut off a large portion of expenses on medical care.

Results and testing

One limitation is the style of the band. In order for the absorbing
properties to be effective, it had to be approximately 1 in wide. For
those that would wear the band for prolonged periods of time, it
could be uncomfortable. However, for the guaranteed safety of the
head, it was worth it. Also, in order to overcome the style issue one
can wear it under a winter hat as show below in the picture

Areas for Future Study
For future studies, I will research with Piezoelectric sensors. These
are sensors that will send a charge to the circuit when impact
occurs. This may be a more effective way of activating the buzze, I I
want to embed these sensors into my band and test if my band can
alert from all impacts, and be lighter.

The purpose of the following tests were to measure how effectively
the band would absorb the impact, along with making a noise as
soon as impact occurs. To test this, we needed a realistic
reenactment of a fall.
We used a 37 LB “Century Martial Arts BOB body” to test the band.
It was fitted around his forehead. Then, he was dropped onto the
ground in various positions.
We calculated the weight of the band, which was 47 grams. We
dropped BOB to the ground at various heights.
We dropped BOB at 53 ,40, and 43 Inch heights, the band
successfully worked at all heights. As shown in the below table,
BOB was pushed to the sides and backwards.

Bob wearing the iAAA band

We measured the success of the band by measuring how much
the impact of the fall was absorbed into the band, and how quickly
the buzzer was activated.
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Left : The image shows Number of ways people fall and hit their heads
Right : The graph shows Mortality rate from falls for both genders, Men and Women

Anthropomorphic Test Dummie
This was used in a study to find out how much impact the skull can takes

Height (inches)

Face down

Backward

Sideways

40

Absorbs and alerts

Absorbs and alerts

none

43

Absorbs and alerts

Absorbs and alerts

none

53

Absorbs and alerts

Absorbs and alerts

none
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